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There is common agreement now on the correct general notion of limit for cate- 
gories whose horns are enriched in a suitable category 13. The definition involves a 
v-functor J: A + v which should be thought of as a v-diagram scheme; for sim- 
plicity, we shall suppose %q is complete nough so that the category of v-valued 
%functors on OQ admits its natural enrichment to aC13 -category [94;,33 1. A J-in- 
dexed limit for a %functor S: d + 3c is then an object lim (J, S) of % together 
with a c13 -natural isomorphism 
%(X,Zim(J,S))= [&V](J,% (X,S)). 
This concept appears independently in Auderset [ 11, Borceux-Kelly ]2], and Street- 
Walters (unpublished, 1971). The particular case where 33 is the category Cat of 
categories appears in Street [ 14, 5 61, while the case wherev is the category of 
abelian groups dates back to Freyd [7, Chapter 5, Exercise I]. Completeness for 
categories was discussed in Day-Kelly [4] where the notions of end and cotensm 
product were taken as fundamental; these are both instances of J-indexed limits for 
suitable J. On the other hand, for a general J, we have the formula 
kim(J, S) =[JA h SA, 
A 
expressing a J-indexed limit in terms of ends and cotensor products, provided each 
of the cotensor products JA f’h SA exists and the end exists. It is however possible 
for the left-hand side to exist without the existence of the integrand (see Proposition 
1). 
In this paper we are concerned with the case v = Cat; then v-categories are 2- 
categories. Very many of the familiar constructions of category theory are in fact 
examples of J-indexed limits for 2functors into Cat: products of categories, equalizers 
of functors, functor categories, comma categories, ubequalizers, Eilenberg--Moore con- 
structions for monads, identifiers, inverters (dual to localizations), etc. Thus we are led 
to ask how far these constructions exist in ‘,-categories % other than Cat. In a mere 
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category, we know that all limits can be constructed from products and equalizers. In 
a 2-category, ends can be constructed from products and equalizers (we always under- 
stand these to be preserved by the representable 2-functors into Cat), and cotensor 
products with small categories; these last can be constructed from products, equalizers 
and cotensor products with the arrow category 2; SO the above end-formula shows 
that we can construct lim (J, S) from products, equalizers, and cotensor products 
with 2. This naive procedure in fact leads to our Theorem 10 which states that: if 
J: 94 + Cat is such that the set of 2-cells of gQ and the set of arrows of eachJA have 
cardinality less than some regular cardinal a, and if % admits equalizers, cotensor 
products with 2, and products over all indexing sets of cardinality < a, then % ad- 
mits all J-indexed limits. 
When a is uncountable we can say no more than this; but consider the case where 
a is countable, so that ,% admits finite products, equalizers, and cotensor products 
with 2 (the term “representable 2-category” has been used in Gray [9] and Street 
[ 131 to mean essenti;Zy this). Such a % we call finite& complete. It is then fairly 
easy to see how to construct in % cotensor products with “finitely-presented” cate- 
gories; this shows that certain J-indexed limits may exist in% even though the cat- 
egories JA are not finite. Moreover, when SQ is a “finitely-generated” 2-category 
and J is constant at the terminal category, it is again possible to construct J-indexed 
limits in % ; here each JA is finite but 94 is not. So Theorem 10, which requires 
finiteness of gQ and of each JA, is much too weak in the case of countable QI. 
This leads us to ask which 2-functors J: d + Cat are such that every 2-functor 
S: SQ -+3c into a finitely complete ~ admits a J-indexed limit. Our main result 
(Theorem 9) gives a sufficient condition on J for this. The condition is that a-cer- 
tain 2=category, called the cone on J, should admit a presentation by computads atis- 
fying a certain finiteness condition. This provides many examples of J-indexed limit 
which exist although the integrand in the end-formula does not. One application of 
our results is the now-well-known fact that any finitely-complete 2-category CK ad- 
mits the construction of Eilenberg-Moore algebras in the sense of Street [ 121. The 
indexing 2-functor for the Eilenberg-Moore construction is here denoted by 
LSirnp: Simp + Cat; the 2-category Simp is certainly not finite, yet is “finitely pre- 
sented” by computads in a very natural way. 
When first attacking this problem, we used Gph-graphs rather than computads; 
a Gph-graph is simply a set of objects together with a graph for each ordered pair of 
objects. Roughly speaking,Gph-graphs are what one is led to when vertical and hori- 
zontal composition are taken as the basic operations in a 2-category; whereas corn- 
putads result when “pasting” (see Kelly-Street [lo]) is taken as the basic operation. 
A different approach to the question of the appropriate notion of “limit” for 2- 
categories has been taken by Gray [9]. This approach depends on the existence of 
transformations more general than the obvious Cat-natural (= 2-natural) transforma- 
tions between 2-functors. These more general transformations are here called /G~X 
~tural transformations (“quasi-natur:!l transformations” by Gray 191, and“cata- 
deses” by Bourn [3]). Gray considers lax natural transformations between 2-functors 
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out of d which are actually 2-natural (that is, the relevant 2-cells are identities) on 
some given subcategory g of d , or pseudo-natural (that is, the relevant 2-cells are 
isomorphisms) on another given subcategory 9’ ofd . He then defines a Cartesian 
quasi-limit relative to g or to 93 ‘, for a 2-functor S : d *% , to be an object X of 
% together with a 2-universal lax natural transformation, of the type specified in 
the last sentence, from the constant 2-functor at X to S. 
We prove here that every Cartesian quasi-limit is a J-indexed imit for a suitable J. 
Conversely, we show that each J-indexed limit is a Cartesian quasi-limit (in fact, of 
the type involving a * rather than a 99’). This shows the equivalence of Gray’s no- 
tion of limit with ours, in the context of 2-categories, = Cat-categories. Yet when 
Cat is replaced by a general V, our notation continues to make sense, while “lax 
natural t ransf srma tions”’ have no acalogue. 
The Sydney Category Seminar acted as a forum during the preparation of this 
work, and we are grateful to the participants - especially, Bob Blackwell, Max Kelly 
and Bob Walters - for their helpful remarks. 
1. The defdtion 
For any integer t 2 0, we write n for the corresponding ordinal which is a cate- 
gory by virtue of its being a poset. A termhal object in a 2-category 7C is an object 
K such that % (X, K) z 1 for all objects X. 
For 2-categories A, % , we denote by [ d,cK ] the 2-category with the universal 
property that 2-functors %* [d,% ] are in natural bijection with 2-functors 
5X X OQ -+3c . The objects of [d ,3c ] are 2-functors SQ +% , the arrows are 2-nat- 
ural transformations and the 2-cells are modifications. Let A : 3c -+ [d,% ]_ denote 
the 2-functor corresponding to the first projection 3c X SQ +‘x . Let Cat denote a 
2-category of categories large enough to receive the horn-2-functot % ( , ): % Op 
X % + Cat of %. Let CAT denote a a-category of categories containing Cat and 
large nough to receive the horn-2-functor of [A, Cat]. 
Given a 2-functor J: d + Cat, let U, 3c) denote the 2-category described as fol- 
lows. The objects are triples (K, K, S) where K is an object of 3c, where S: SQ + % is 
a 2-functor, and where K : J -+ % (K, S) is a natural transformation. A 2-cell 
(K, K, s) (K’, K', s’) 
consists of a 2-cell K’ in 3c and a modification S S’ such that the 
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following composites are equal: 
There are obvious projection 2-functors 
d0 
3c- u, w 5 [sylc]. 
Given a 2-functor S : ~4 + 9C, we can form the pullback 
An object (K, K) of (J, 3( )S is called a J-indexed cotze over S. A terminal object of 
the 2-category (J,% )S is called a J-indexed limit for S. In other words, a J-indexed 
limit for S consists of an object L of 3c together with a 2-natural transformation 
X: J +‘x (L, S) which induces an isomorphism of categories 
%(X,L)g [A,Cat](J,%(X,S)). 
A particular choice of such an object L is denoted by lim (J, S); it is uniquely deter- 
mined up to a unique isomorphism in% . (This is a specialization to the case c)o = Cat 
of the limit-notion discussed in [ 1 ] and [2] .) 
If J: g Op X SQ + Cat and S : d + 3(’ are 2-functors uch that lim(J(B,-),S) exists 
for all B in c10, then we can define a 2-functor L: g + % with the property that there 
is an isomorphism of categories 
%(X, LB) s [&Cat](J(B, -),%(X,S)) 
which is 2-natural in X and ti. In particular, for a 2-functor U: & +c)6 , if each 
LB = lim(g (B, U),S) exists, we obtain a 2-functor L : 90 + % ; a familiar “Yoneda’s 
lemma” argument proves that L is a right Kan extension of S along U in the sense 
that there is a natural bijection between 2-natural transformationsM +L and 2-nat- 
ural transformations MU + S. When U is the identity 2-functor on 4, the right Kan 
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extension of S along is clearly S, so there is an isomorphism SBs lirn(99 (B, - ), S) 
which is 2-natural inB; in fact, a priori knowledge of the existence of the right-hand 
side of this isomorphi is not required. 
In general, however, the existence of indexed cartesian limits is difficult to prove, 
and the usual procedure is to construct them from certain special kinds. We shall now 
discuss some of these special kinds. 
When J = A(1): & -+ Cat, a J-indexed limit is simply called a limit, and we write 
1imS instead of lim(A(1). S). The defining isomorphism becomes: 
%(X, lims) s [&%](A(X),S). 
If d is a set regarded as a 2-category with only identity arrows and 2=cells, then S 
amounts to a farnil;* of objectsSA of % indexed by #Z ; a limit of S is called a product, 
and instead of JimS we write II ,+tEJI( S4. If d is the empty set, a product is precisely 
a terminal object as defmed before. If ~8 is one of the 2categories indicated by the 
following diagrams (where we have not drawn-in identity arrows or 2-cells) 
f 
A 7s 
g 
A 
I f 
B-C 
g 
a limit of a 2-functor S : d + % is called an equalizer, aptrllback, an identifier, re- 
spectively, of the corresponding diagram inCK .
Given a category C and an object 2 of the 2-category % , a coterzsor product elf’ 
2 with C is an object C fi 2 of % together with an isomorphism of categories 
%(X, c rh 2) S [C# CK (X. Z)] 
which is 2-natural in X. Clearly this precisely amounts to a A(C)-indexed limit for 
A(2): 1 =+ %. Let diag: 2 + C fi Z denote the arrow corresponding to the composite 
funct or 
f-l 
c -1 
’ lx' 
* WX*x) 
under the above isomorphism. Note that arrows X + 2 m 2 correspond to 2-cells 
X322; and, in particular, the identity arrow 2 fh 2 + 2 ft~ 2 corresponds to a 
d0 
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Comma objects, the Eilenberg-Moore constructions, inverters (dual to localiza- 
tions), subequalizers, etc. are all examples of indexed limits. These were treated in 
Street [ 14, pp. 166- 168, 1731, but will be discussed again at the end of this paper 
in the light of the present work. 
2. Csmputads 
Agraph G is an ordered pair of functions do, d, : Gl+ Go with the same source 
set G1 and the same target set Go. Elements of Go are called objects of G and elements 
of G1 are called arrows in G; we write an arrow “y in G as y : g +g’ when d&y) = g, 
d, (7) =g’; and we write G(g,g’) for the set of y: g +g’. A map k : G + H of graphs is 
just a map of diagrams of sets; so it assigns to each object g of G an object kf of H, 
and to each arrow 7: g e-g’ in G an arrow ky : kg + kg’ in H. This describes acategory 
of graphs which is the target for an obvious forgetful functor from the category of 
categories. This forgetful functor (which we given no name) has a left adjoint which 
we denote by y. Note that G and YF have the same objects, and the arrows of FG 
are stringsgo --) g1 + . . . + gm (including the empty string when go = gm) of arrows in 
G. Call a graph G trim when (do, dl): G1 + Cl + Go is surjective. 
A computad 9 consists of a graph 191 together with, for each ordered pair of ob- 
jects A, B of I $j I, a trim graph 9 (A, B) such that g(A, B)o is a subset of (9 19 I)(A, B). 
Objects and arrows of IQ I are called objects and arrows of 6 ; an arrow p in Q (A, B) 
with 
fo fl 
do@) = (A 
fm 
- - . ..- B), 
f6 fi 
dl(p)=(A---+---+ 
fh 
a.. - B), 
is denoted by a diagram 
. 
fo 
/ 
A 
\ 
f;, 
fi 
fl 
u P 
. . 
\ 
fm 
/ 
.I 
-tn 
B, 
and called a Z-cell in 9. A map T: 9 + % of computads consists of a map 
T = I Tl : 19 I -+ I $ll of graphs together with a function which assigns, to each 2-cell 
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p in 9 as above, a 2-cell Tp in g as below: 
Tfl 
. . 
Tfo 
TA 
i 
u TP 
\ 
TB 
+ 0 . . 
Tfi 
This describes acategory Cmp of computads. 
Each 2-category % determines a computad %% described as follows. The graph 
I?c %I is the graph underlying the category 1% 1 obtained from 5% by ignoring the 
2-cells; that is, the objects and arrows of %% are those of X For objects A, B of %, 
the set (%%)(A, B)o is (911(% I) (A, B). Strings of arrows in % can be composed, 
so we have a function camp: (% %) (A, B). + %(A, B). Form the following inverse 
limit of sets: 
The graph (?(%)(A, B) is the ordered pair of functions do, d, dotted in the above 
diagram. Each 2-functor K: % + Y induces a map Cu K : %5X + ?ly of computads 
givenbyIC2IKI=jKj:I!XI+IYI,and,for[E(3LX)(A,B)1, 
Kt = ((~I~lWo(~h JW), (WWlW 
This describes afunctor % : I2-Cat I+ Cmp. (We emphasize for the last time that 
I xl denotes the category underlying the 2-category X, or the graph underlying the 
computad x, as appropriate.) 
Given a computad 9, we shall now describe a2-category 99 with the same ob- 
jects as 8. For objects A, B of 9, two graphs @(A, B), 92(A, B) are defined as fol- 
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di(s, p, r) = sdi(p)r, di(t, O, S, p, r) = tdi(a)sd&p)r for i = 0,l. 
Elements of S1(A, B)l can be written as diagrams: 
and elements of 9 2(A, B)l as diagrams: 
Next form the coequalizer 
in the category 02 categories, where 6, $, [ ] are the identity on objects and 
W, 0, s, P, r) = (ho, sdl (p)r) ($(o) s, P, r), 
W, 0, s, P, r) = Wl (~1 s, P, r) (6 0, s&(p)r). 
To complets the definition of the 2-category sg, it remains to describe the compo- 
sition functor 
On objects, this functor is given by the composition function 
of the category? 19 I. On arrows, it suffices to give the value on generators, and 
this is expressed by the assignment: 
(h ~1, rli by F, 4) - [(sl, ~1, q sdl (P)r)(sld&q)qs, P, r)l ; 
and note, this value is equal to [(sldl(pl)rls, p, r)(sl, pl, rlsdo(p)r)]. We leave it 
to the reader to supply the direct verifications that composition is well defined and 
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1A 
associative, and that the identity 2-cell A a,4 in FF$j is the equivalence class 
1A 
of the empty string ins@ ‘(&A)) from 1A : A +A to itself. Let N : $j + %FFS de- 
no$e the map of computads which is the identity on objects, takes an arrow f in 9 to 
the stringfin slgl, and takes a 2-cell p in Q to the 2-cell(&(p), [lg,p, l~],dl(~)) 
in ?Isg . The 2-cells in 99 can be thought of as being built up from the ‘L-cells in 9 
by the operatiorz of “pasting” as loosely described in Kelly-Street [ 10, pp. 70-801. 
For example, the diagram: 
-!I p2 f3 
f7 
\ 
B 
4 
p4 
/ 
/ 
g3 
where all the arrows and 2-cells are in 9 , represents the 2-cell 
Note that graphs can be regarded as computads with no 2-cells, and in this way 
our use of Ton graphs and computads i  not ambiguous. 
Theorem 2. The functor 9t : I2-Cat 1 + Cmp has a lejt adjoin t whose value at the 
compu tad 9 is 99. The maps N : Q + % Sg of compu tads are the components of 
the unit of this adjunction. 
Proof. Let % be a 2-category and T: ($ + ‘XV a map of computads. We must define 
a 2-functor K: S$j --I* % unique with the property that ?IK l A’ = T. We are forced 
then to take K: s191+ I%1 to be the unique extension of ITI to S&l, and to take 
K[ l,,p, IA] = e(Tp) (this e appears in the definition of V). Since [s, p, r] = 
s l [l,, p, 1~ ] a r in 79 , and K is to be a 2-functor, we are forced to put 
K [s, p, r] = IKl l e(7’p) l IKI r. That K is then well defined and a 2-functor is readily 
checked. Cl 
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The following result is a direct consequence of Duskin [S, Theorem 3.2, p. 891. 
Suppose ?1: 3n + Cn: is a functor which admits a left adjoint, between finitely 
complete categorieq. If 3c reflects isomorphisms, if 312 admits coequalizers of equi- 
valence pairs, and ?L preserves these coequalizers, then ?c is monadic. 
We use monadic (where Duskin uses “tripleable”) to mean the functor is equi- 
valent o an underlying algebra functor. We remind the reader that a pair of arrows 
h, k: A + B in a category 312 with finite limits is called an equivalence pair when 
(a) (z): A + B X B is a monomorphism, 
(b) there exists r: B +A such that hr = kr = l,, and 
(c) there exists t : P +A such that ht = hp, kt = hq where the following square is 
a pullback: 
A 
k 
,B 
The above result applies directly to yield the next theorem. 
Theorem 3. The functor ?I : 124’ati + Cmp is monadic. Cl 
Suppose a is a regular cardinal. A computad 9 is said to have cardinal&y < a 
when the sets I$j lo, IS 11,s (A, B)l all have cardinality < a . In the case where a is 
countable, we say instead that $$ is finite. 
A presentation of a 2-category 94 consists of computads S,9y together with a co- 
eaualizer 
in the category [2Cat I, where cl, V, W are the identity on objects. We say that & is 
a -generated when such a presentation exists in which 53 has cardinality < a. We say 
that SQ is u-presented when such a presentation exists in which both Q andg have 
cardinality C a. A 2-category SQ is said to be a -presented to the r&ht of an object C 
when a presentation exists in which 6 and each of the sets 19(l(C’, A), @(C, A)1 has 
cardinality <a. In the case where a is countable, we use the terms finitely generated 
and .finiteZy presented. The next result shows that for uncountable a these distinctions 
disappear. 
imposition 4. For a regular cardinal a , consider the folrowing conditions on a Z-cat- 
gory 94 and an object C of SQ :
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(i) the set of 2-cells in A has cardirtality <a ; 
(ii) d is a -presented; 
(iii) d is a -presented tothe right of C; 
(iv) QQ is a -generated. 
It is always the case that (i) * (ii) * (iii) =r, (iv). If a is uncountable (iv) * (i). 
RoOf. Let 9 be the cc\mputad with the same objects, arrows and 2-cells as SQ (this 
is not ?(A in general). L&t us call an arrow in 99 short when it is a string involving 
0, 1 or 2 arrows in 8 ; and call a 2-tell in 99 short when it is a horizontal string in- 
volving 0, 1 or 2 vertical strings of 0, 1 or 2 2-cells in 9. Let 9y be the computad 
whose objects are the same as SQ and whose arrows and 2-cells are the short ones in 
99. Let W: 99 + SQ be the 2-functor “compose in N’ (where, of course, we un- 
derstand the composite in d of an empty string of arrows or 2-cells to be the ap- 
propriate identity arrow or 2-cell in OQ ). Let U: ?81+ 99 be the 2-functor whose 
restriction to 9( is just the inclusion. Let V: 5Fg --) 99 be the 2-functor whose re- 
striction to9rl is “compose in 3# “. Then W is a coequalizer of ZJ, V. Assuming (i), 
both Q and 911 have cardinality <a. So (i) * (ii). Trivially we have (ii) =) (iii) * (iv). 
Looking at the construction cf coequalizers and of 9 on computads, we see that 
only countable unions of given sets are taken; so if cx is uncountable, (iv) * (i). 0 
By way of example, consider the 2-category Simp with one object A, with 
Simp(A,A) the category of finite ordinals and order-preserving maps, and with hor- 
izontal composition given by ordinal sum. We shall describe apresentation of Simp 
involving finite computads 9,s each with one object A and one arrow t : A + A l 
The 2-cells of 8 are: 
In order to obtain&&p, we must 
t 
impose the equalities: 
t 
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on Sg . This is done in the obvious way by taking 91 to have three 2-cells 
t 
one for each equality, taking U to be the 2-functor which assigns to each of these 
2-cells one side of its equality, and taking V to be the 2-functor which assigns the 
other. 
Remark; While this work was being exposed to the Sydney Category Seminar, cer- 
tain questions arose at this point. It may be helpful if we explain here how computads 
relate to other possibilities and why we have introduced the notion of “finitely pre- 
sented” in the above way. 
Let Gph denote the category of graphs. There are underlying functors 
I2-Cat I+ I Cat-Gph I--) Gph-Gph, 
the first of which has a left adjoint by Wblff [ 161, and the second of which has a left 
adjoint since the forgetful functor ICat I +Cph has a left adjoint. Indeed, a Gph-graph 
is just a computad 9 in which the elements of each 9 (A, B)o are strings of arrows in 
9 of length precisely 1, and the value of the composite of the above left adjoints at 
such a Q is just 79 . Furthermore, using the same consequence of Duskin’s theorem 
stated above, one can see that the underlying functor I2-Cat I + Gph-Gph is monadic. 
It was suggested by John W. Gray that, for a general computad 9, the 2category 
Yg is not really “free” and can be obtained via a presentation 
srn=XP+7g 
where L? , % are Gph-graphs with the same objects as 9, where 3n has no 2-cells, 
and where P,3fI have cardinality < a if 9 does. Since a composite of regular epi- 
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morphisms in I2Catl is not necessarily regular, it does not follow from this data that 
a finitely gener Ited 2”category can be “generated” by a finite G@-graph. The author 
conjectures that the 2-category Simp in the example above admits no presentation 
using finite G@z-graphs (although of course it is finitely generated by a Gph-graph). 
It was pointed out by Robert F.C. Walters that, from a presentation %X ZSg -+sQ 
of a ‘L-category A, one can construct a coequalizer 9% z9fZ + d in I2-Cat 1 
where e ,371 are Gph-graphs and, if 8 ,$X have cardinality < a then so do Z,VZ ; 
however, f? , % need not have the same objects as SQ . If 9 is finite and Ja( is not, 
then 2 is not finite in this construction; so it does not follow that we can use Gph- 
graphs rather than computads if we allow the 2-func:z Lis in presentations to be non- 
identities on objects. The need for the 2-functors in a presentation to be the identity 
on objects should be clear from the later theorems in the present w7rk. Also, finite 
presentations in the one-object case provide a standard way of genehating a strict 
monoidal category from logical data using first-order predicate calculus. 
3. Existence theorems 
Our first existence theorem generalizes the result from the folklore of category 
theory which states that limits can be constructed from equalizers and products. 
Theorem 5. Suppose a; is a regular cardinal and % is a 2-category which admits: 
(i) a product for any family of objects indexed over a set of cardinal@ <a ; 
(ii) a limit for any diagram in 3c of the form 
ky 
*a*’ 
W 
If SQ is an a -generated 2-category, then any 2-functor S : d --) 5X admits a limit. 
u 
Roof. Suppose 99f iJ 99 
W 
+* SQ is a presentation of 1Q in which $’ has car- 
dinality <a. For any object K of %, 2-natural transformations QI: A(K) = A(K)W *SC+ 
automatically equalize! U and I/ (since U, V are the identity on objects), and so are in 
bijection with 2-natural transformations p: A(K) *S via Q = PW (since IV is a coequal- 
izer of U, V in the 2-category 2-Cat). So we may suppose that SQ = Yg and that W is 
the identity. Form the products 
with projections pA : P + SA , qf : Q + SB. Define arrows h, k : P + Q by the equations 
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qfh =Sf l pAv qf k = pg. Applying (ii) to the diagram 
k 
we obtain the equalizer of h, k, which is also the limit X of the functor {S I: 194 j + IL% 1. 
Let xA: X +SA denote the projection. Form the product 
y = &e(A, B)lsB, 
and let yP: Y +Sl3 be the projection. Define a diagram as in (ii) by the following 
equalities: 
X\_Y yp 5 
XA 
SB=X-SA 
X-Y YP +SB=X xB GB. 
It is readily seen that the equality 
K ,kA ‘SA 
kB 
kB 
for all 2-cells p in 9 implies the equality.for all 2-cells p in SQ ; so (ii) gives a limit 
for S. Cl 
Theorem 6. If .x admits equalizers and identifiers then any diagram in 3c of the form 
admits a 
W 
limit. 
Proof. Take the equalizer k: E + X of u and w, and then the identifier of the 2-cell 
ok. El 
Theorem 7. If 3c’ admits pullbacks and cotensor products with 2 then 3c admits 
identifiers. 
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Proof. A 2-cell X a Y corresponds to an arrow s : X+ 2 fh Y, and we can cal- 4 
culate an identifier of u as a pullback of dzizg : Y + 2 ff1 Y along s. Cl 
A 2-category will be called a-complete for a regular cardinal a when it admits 
equalizers, cotensor products with 2, and products over indexing sets of cardinality 
<a. If a is countable we say finite& complete. The last three theorems have the 
following 
Corollary 8. Any 2-functor from an a -generated 2-category to an a -complete 2-ca te- 
gory admits a limit. 0 
It is possible to construct many more indexed limits in an a-complete 2-category 
than those asserted in the above corollary. We shall now proceed to prove this. We 
shall distinguish the “finite” case since the case of uncountable SQ is really much 
simpler. 
Given a 2-functor J: H + Cat the 2-category eJ, called the cone on J, is de- 
scribed as follows. The objects are all the objects of d together with a further ob- 
ject a, called the apex. For A, B in d, we have 
(eJ)(A,B)= d(A,B), (eJ)(GA)=JA, 
(WW, a) = 1, (@J)(A,sq=O. 
The composition functor (C?J) (A, B) X (&I) (a, A) + (eJ) (a, B) corresponds, un- 
der Cartesian closednessin ICatI, to the functor JAB: 04(A,B)+Cat(JA,JB), and 
the other composition functors are such that ~4 is a 2-full sub-2-category ofeJ; let 
31: ~4 --) e J denote the inclusion. There is an isomorphism of spans 
evaIS 
3c 
/ 
\ 
s 
d0 
‘(J.% )’ 
for any 2-category q . To give a J-indexed limit for S: d +‘K is precisely to give a 
right Kan extension of S along al: OQ -+ e J; the value of a right extension at s2 is a 
J-indexed limit for S. 
A 2-functor J: SQ + Cat is said to be finitau)) when ;he cone (3 J on J is finitely 
presented to tire right of its apex. 
Theorem 9. Arzy fhiteiy complete 2-category % admits all J-indexed limits for any 
finitary 2-jYunctor J : d + Cat. 
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Roof. For any object 2 of the finitely complete 2-category % and any finite set A, 
a cotensor product A 012 is given by the product of A copies of 2. For any finite 
graph G, a limit for the following diagram in ~ is clearly a cotensor product 
YG m Z; such a limit exists by Corollary 8, 
Suppose J: d * Cat is a finitary 2-functor; so we have a presentation 
which is finite to the right of 52. We may as well suppose there are no arrows and no 
2-cells into a in C or % . For any 2-functor S : d + 3c, we have objects: 
and projections Pt : P + SA, qs: Q + SA for each tinE(S&&andeachs: a+A 
in lfi1. Each element p in P(Q A)1 can be written uniquely as a 2-cell 
in 2, where $0, s1 are arrows in 113 I and r, r’ are arrows in ‘3 12 I (note that r, r’ are 
strings which do not involve the object Q and that Bo, B1, A are objects of d). Let 
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R denote a limit for the finite diagram 
For any object X of % , let MX denote the category described as follows. An ob- 
ject 9 consists of a family cf arrows 8s: X + SA in% indexed by the arrows 
s: 52 + A in 1 2 1 with source C& and a family of 2-cells 
&/?fBO\ 
x\#/./A 
1 
indexed by the arrows fi in E(Q A) as above. An arrow c3 : 8 + @ in MX consists of 
a family of 2-cells X SA in % indexed by the arrows s : s1 +A in Ifi 1, 
such that the following equality holds for all p as above: 
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In an obvious way, the assignment X WMX extends to a Sfunctor M: %OP + CAT. 
It is clear that there is a 2-natural isomorphism 3c ( , R) s M. Let p denote the ob- 
ject of M? obtained by evaluating this isomorphism at the identity of 19. 
t 
Any 2-cell9sA in y’ can be written uniquely in the following form: 
t’ 
where each Si is an arrow in I.@ I, each pi is an arrow in g(Q, Ai), and each ri is a 
2-cell in %@ (not involving the object a). For any object 0 of MX, let 
SA denote the following composite 2-cell in % : 
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Note then that, for 2-cells, 
in %@ , we have the equations: 
&= let, 0(7)7) = (87’) (07), 
For any arrow 0: 0 -+ Q, in MX, we put 
O({, 7) = SW{ ’ er. 
SA . 
es 
@S 
SWr 
SB-SA 
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where t = rs : CZ +A in ‘32 and s is an arrow in I PI. We then have the equations: 
w(Ft) = SWT; l ot, (Wt’)(eT)= @T)(W). 
Let $&SC be the 2-full subcomputads of &% (respectively) consisting of the 
objects of A Then we have a commutative diagram 
in which the vertical 2-functors are inclusions and the rows are presentations. The 
equatiors of the last paragraph precisely say that 6: (Tg) (St, a,) + X(X, S@ is 
an arrow and c3 : 0 + $J is a 2-cell in the 2-category [ 99, Cat]. Clearly then we have 
described an isomorphism of categories 
which is 2-natural in X. The right-hand side of this isomorphism isa limit of the 
following diagram of 2-categories, 2-naturally in X: 
For each arrow b : Cl + 6 in 1311 I, we have two arrows p(Ub), p( rb): R + SB in 
3c. For each 2-ceil fiz A in 3n , we have two 2-cells I, p( VV): RZSA 
in % which correspond to two arrows u,, u,: R --) 2 fh Sd in % . Take the simultaneous 
equalizer L of all the pairs p(Ub), p(vb) and all the pairs u,, uu; this exists by Corol- 
lary 8 since there are only finitely many such b and V. There is an arrow k: L + R in 
3c such that the composite functor 
Wl,k) 
+%(X,R)sMX 
induces an isomorphism between %(X, L) and the subcategory NX of MX consisting 
of those objects 0 such that 8(Ub) = 6(Vb) and O(Uv) = Q(k), and those arrows 
w: 8 + # in MX such that w(Ub) = ~(vti). 
From the presentation coequalizers for ~4 and CJ, it is clear that the following 
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arrow of diagrams 
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induces an isomorphism of categories between the limit [d , Cat] (J, 9C (X, S)) of the 
top diagram and the subcategory NX of the limit MX of the bottom diagram, and 
that this isomorphism is 2-natural in X. So CK (X, L) is a limit of the top diagram 
2-naturally in X, as required for L to be a J-indexed limit for S. Cl 
A 2-functor J: SQ + Cat is said to have c :rdinaIity < a, where a is a regular cardinal, 
when the set of 2-cells of d and the set of arrows of JA for each object A of PQ all have 
cardinality < a. 
Theotern 10. For any regular cardinal a, any a -complete a-category admits all J-in- 
dexed limits for any 2-functor J : d + Cat of cardinality <a. 
Roof. We could follow through the proof of Theorem 9 since under these conditions 
e J is a-presented to the right of a (see Proposition 4). However, a simpler proof is 
possible in this caie. For any object 2 of the a-complete 2-category 3c, we can con- 
struct ?G 612 for any graph G of cardinality <a (as at the beginning of the proof 
of Theorem 9). Here we use the fact that any category C of cardinality < a can be 
expressed as a coequalizer 
in Cat, where G, H are graphs of cardinality <a, to obtain C fi 2 as an equalizer 
Then, for any 2-functor S : d +% , we can use an idea of Day--Kelly 14, p. 1801 
and take a limit L of the diagram 
JA hSA 
I 
I ‘AB A,BEd) 
JB fb’B -- d(A, B) fh (JA fhSB) 
fAB 
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where sAB corresponds to J’. fly S-: d (A, B) + % (JA fh SA, JA h SB) and GAB 
corresponds to J- m SB: SQ (A, B) + 7C(JB h SB, JA h SB): the existence of this 
limit is assured by Corollary 8. Then L = J’JA fh SA = Zim (J, S). Cl 
4. Lax limits 
Given 2-functors S, T: d -+q , recall that a lax natural transformation 0: S + T 
consists of a family of arrows OA : SA + TA in % indexed by the objects A of SrQ , 
and a family of 2-cells 
tlA 
SA-TA 
Sf Of Tf 
1 
SB-T.. 
8B 
indexed by the arrows f: A + B in SQ , satisfying the following equalities: 
f3A t3A 
SA-TA SA------------, TA 
SA w TA SA-TA 
6A 
SA-TA 
SA’------------, TA’ 
@A 
SA- TA 
SA”- TA” 
OA” 
SA”- TA ‘I 
eA” 
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T of lax natural transformations consists of a family of 
TA in % indexed over the objectsA of SQ, such that 
SA’ l TA’ 
@‘A’ 
8A 
SA 
kt 1 s&q 1 denote the 2-category whose objects are 2-functors from OQ to7C , 
whose arrows are lax natural transformations, and whose 2-cells are modifications 
(compositions are the obvious ones). Note that [9Q ,% ] is a sub-2-category of
[Op, % 1; a 2-natural transformation isa lax natural transformation 6 for which Of 
is an identity. 
A right lifting of an object S of [A,% 1 through the 2-functor 
A:% * ) [J&% ] + [d, % 1 is called a kx limit for S. In other words, a lax 
limit for S is an object hxlim S of % together with an isomorphism of categories 
%(X, kxlims) s [d/X D(A(X),S) 
which is 2-natural in X. 
We have often regarded sets as categories with only identity arrows; this inclusion 
Set + CU? has a left adjoint n which assigns to each category C the set nC of path 
components of C. Since n is finite-product preserving, it is a closed functor and so, 
in the notation of Eilenberg-Kelly 16, p. 4491, we have a Sfunctor n, : 2-Cat + Cat. 
For a 2-category d, the category n, OQ has the same objects as SQ , and 
(n*pQ)(A.B)-(d(B. 
30 
Let IZ 2 denote the only such non-identity natural transformation. For 
al 
any 2-category SQ, consider the 2-functor d, = [ aI, 1 1: [2, of 1 + [ 1, sd ] = d . 
Taking fibres with respect o this 2-functor determines a 2-functor OQ + 2-Cat. Let 
Ld : d + Cat denote the composite OQ * 2-Cat -Lk Cat. A more explicit descrip- 
tion of LH will be helpful. The category Ld A, where A is an object of A, has pairs 
(B, u) as objects, where N : B +A is an arrow in OQ , and has equivalence classes [h, y] 
of pairs (h, y) : (B, u) + (C, v) as arrows, where 12 : B -+ C is an arrow and y : u + vh is 
a Z-cell in SQ ,’ and two such pairs (h, r), (k, 6): (B, 24) + (C, v) zve equivalent if there 
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h 
-CY which when pasted onto y at h yields 6. For a 2-cell 
A’in&wehave: 
(L,.f)(& u) = (hfu), (L9q f) PP 71 = jh, frl, (&,f@ (Bv u) = [1B, au] l 
Theorem 11. For any 2-category ~8, aB Ld -indexed limit for a 2-functor S: SQ +% 
is precisely a lax limit for S. Symboklly, 
lim (L,, S) s lax lim S. 
Proof. From the representability definitions of lax limits and Ld -indexed limits, the 
problem reduces to that of finding an isomorphism of categories 
I’: [A, Cat](Ld ,S) s [94, Catl(A(l),S) 
which is 2-natural in 2-functors S : d + Cat. Write L for Ld. 
Given a 2-natural transformation v: L +S, put ’ 
8A = (vA)(A, lA): 1 +SA 
for each object A of SQ. From the neturality of v, we have (VA’) (A, f) = Sf l OA for 
any f: A -+A’ in gQ; put Ojr= (VA’) [f, If]: Sf l 8A + 8A’ inSA’. We claim that the 
data OA , Of determine alax natural transformation I’(V) = 0 : A(1) +S. The first two 
f 
conditions follow from the functoriality of the v.. For any 20cell A a A ’ in 
d, the 2naturality of v implies that (vA’)[ lA, cw] = Sa l 8,4 : Sf l OA +& l OA ; 
also [f, If] = [g, at] : (A, f) + (A )) 1~‘)~ so the third condition follows from the cal- 
culation 
Og +HIA)=(vA’)[f, If] l (vA’)[I,+Q] 
= (vA’)([f, IfI ’ [l&q) 
= (VA’) [g, a] = (VA’) [f, If] = Of. 
Each modification e between 2-natural transformations from I, to S gives a modifi- 
cation o between lax natural transformations from A(1) to S via the formula 
wA = @A) (A, 1A). From the naturality of CA’ and the modification property of e 
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we have: 
so o is a modification r(e) as required. That P is a functor and Z-natural inS is 
easily checked. 
The inverse for r is given as follows. Given a lax natural tfansaofmation 
8:A(l)-+S,wecandePtneu:I,-,S 
II II 
Given a modification o : 8 + 8’, we can define  : v --, v’ by @A) (B, u) = Su l wB. 
We leave it to the reader to verify that v is 2-natural and e is a modification, and to 
supply the “Yoneda-like” argument required to show that these assignments 
8 +v,o -+edescfibeI’-1.0 
Theorem 12. If d is a 2-category which is either finitely generated or finitelv pre- . 
seWed theu so is @L, . 
u 
Proof. Given a presentation Tw ----+ 99 w-+ ~8 of A , we shall describe a 
6 
> 
If 
’ pfescntation 9% 7 W? 2 C?L, of eLd in which l?,Cm contain g,sC as 
2 W 
24ull subcomputads, and fi, p, @ restrict to U, V, W respectively. 
The rest of the description of A? is as follows: 
and the functions dO, d,: f?(Q, A)1 + (TjPl)(52. A) are given by do(s) = seg, 
d*(s) = eA for s E I tj I (B, A ). it will be convenient o int reduce the following nota- 
tion in Tp : for an arrow t = (B So l B1 s1 p . . . “PI F C) in 99 , where 
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feB 
each Si is in 0, let Jz C denote the following 2-cell in 9Z : 
when t is the empty string this is taken to mean the identity 2-cell0 A U 1 
course. 
-&of 
eB 
The rest of the description of 92 is as follows: 
and the functions do, d, : %(a, A)1 + (FlW I) (a, A) are given by do(p) = feB, 
Ain~,andd&)=beB,dI@)=eAforbEl%~(B,A). 
t’ 
To complete the description of our presentation of Ud, put: 
@eA =(AJ&Q+A, 
U% 8) 
A forsEIGI(B,A); 
(A 1) 
tit= ib=te&a+A fortEg(B,A)o; 
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o(b) = ub 3 &bj = 
A 
Vb for b E IaI(B,A). 
Then @o(p) = [Wt’, Wp] = [Wt, I] = @P(p) and WU = WV, so @p = 6%. Given any 
2-functor K: %?+ % satisfying K3 = Kr, we must show that there is a unique 
2-functor H: &!& -+ % such that K =HW. Since W is the identity on objects, H 
must agree with K on objects. The restriction of K to 99 equalizes U, V and so H is 
uniquely determined on the full sub-2-category H of eL,. Consider a diagram 
h 
B-C 
\/ 
u 7 v * 
A 
in SQ. There is an arrow t : B --+ C in 99 with Wt = h. In t?Ld we have the equality 
and so, since His to be a 2-functor, we must put 
W u) 
A)= KS2 
A; 
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That this definition of N is independent of the choice of t satisfying Wt = h follows 
from the equalities Kc(b) = Xv(b) for all b E 1 ?fl (B’, A’) C 9?2 (52, A’),; and that 
it is independent of the choice of (h, 7) in [h, r] follows from the equalities 
Ku(p) = Kv(p) for all p E 9 (B’, A ‘)I_ C 312 (a, A’). So H is well-defined and unique, 
it is clearly a 2-functor. Cl 
Combining Theorems 9,ll and 12, we obtain: 
Corollary 13. If OQ is a finitely presented 2-category and 3c is a finitely complete 
2-category then any 2-functor S : d + % has a lax limit. •1 
Remark. We should point out that L, is the lax colimit of the Yoneda representation 
2-functor Y: A OP + [SrQ, Cat]. That this is what LA must be follows from the fact 
that the isomorphism r at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 11 can be obtained 
as the composite: 
[ SQ, Cat] (lax co1 Y, S) s lax lim [9q, Cat](Y-, S) 
2 lax lim S E Cat(1, lax lim S) 
s [&Cat](A(I),S). 
Now lax colimits in Cnt are constructed in Gray [9, p. 2013, so we can obtain lax co- 
limits in [ SQ, Cat] by the usual pointwise procedure. I[t will be seen that our explicit 
description of LA agrees with this construction. 
5. Further examples 
If a category 3c is a-complete then the 2-category 3cco obtained from % by 
reversing 2-cells is also a-complete. The 2-categories Cat, CaPP admit equalizers, co- 
tensoring with 2, and products over small indexing sets; so Cat, CaPP, CaFO, Catc?P 
are a-complete for all small regular cardinals a. If % is a-complete and CD is a 
small ‘L-category then clearly [Co ,3c ] is also a-complete. If U: % + 3c ‘ is a 2-func- 
tor with a left 2-adjoint and lim(J, S ) exists in % then lim(J, US) exists in % ’ and 
is canonically isomorphic to Ulim(J, S). 
Let d denote the 2-category indicated by A f ) C * g B, and let 
J: d +Cat denote the 2-functor given by 
f g 
J(A ~c f-------------- 
al 
B)=(l a,_27 1). 
If, for a 2-functor S: gQ +3c , we put 
f 
S(A ~C+------ g B)=(XuZ 
V 
- Y), 
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then hz(.J, S) is precisely a comma object u/v; that is, there is a 2-cell 
with the obvious universal property. Since SQ is finite and JA, JB, JC are finite, it 
follows from Theorem 10 that any finitely-complete 2-category admits comma ob- 
jects. This is easily seen directly; in fact, cotensoring with 2 and pullbacks are suffi- 
cient. 
Let SQ denote the subcategory of ICat generated by the diagram 
ao 
al 
a0 
N 
a1 
1-2~3 
\ /A 
and let J: d + Cat denote the inclusion. Suppose V is a closed 2-category and D 
is a cV -monad on a v-category % with unit j: 1 + D and multiplication m: DD + D. 
For D-algebras (A, DA %A), (B, DB %B). we have the following diagram in v: 
Wa, 1) 
WA B) 
b 
l %@A, B) 
YzV 
WJ-A 91) 
WDaS) 
b 
WmA.1) + %(DDA, B) 
k 
Wl, b)*D 
and this can be regarded as a 2-functor sAB: d +c)3. Since J is finite, it follows 
from Theorem 10 that, if c)3 is finitely complete, lin?(J, &B) exists. One readily 
checks that the category of D-algebras and lax D-homomorphisms ( ee Street [I 31) 
becomes ac&ategory with lim(J, SAD) as its V-valued horn. 
f 
Let d denote the 2-category indicated by A TB Let J- d + Cat denote 
the 2-functor given by w’ * ’ 
g 
where Iso is the category with two objects 0,l and arrows 0 + 1, 1 + 0 which are 
mutually inverse isomorphisms and t corresponds to the arrow 0 + 1 in Iso. A 2-func- 
Ad 
tor S: SQ +3c amounts to a 2-cell X* Y in X. Then Zim(J, S) = K is an itzverter 
V 
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for o; that is, there is an arrow k : K + X which is universal with the property that 
ok is an isomorphism. If 3c is finitely complete, invertersexist by Theorem 10 again. 
Dually, if x0?) is finitely complete then coinverters (= localizations) exist in % (see 
Gabriel-Zisman [S] for the caseq = C,t; see Wolff [ 151 for the case % = 33 - Cat). 
Let Simp be the %category described at the end of Section 2. A 2-functor 
S : Simp + ‘% precisely amounts to a monad (X, s) in 3c (in the sense of Street [ 121). 
It is immediate that a lax limit for S is precisely an Eilenberg-Moore object Xs for 
the monad (X, s); SO XS is also Zim(LSimp, S) (compare Lawvere [ll]) by Theorem 
11. Since Simp is finitely presented, Theorem 12, Proposition 4, and Theorem 9 im- 
ply that the Eilenberg-Moore construction exists in any finitely complete 2-category 
(this fact appears in Gray [9]). 
We shall now show how to obtain all Gray’s “Cartesian quasi-limits” as limits in- 
dexed by category-valued 2-functors (see Gray [9, pp. 188-1891). 
Suppose sd is a 2-category and ‘% is a subcategory of 1 SQ 1. Let It!:: d+ Cat de- 
note the 2-functor described as follows. For each A of SQ , the category $,4 has ob- 
jects pairs (b, u) where b: B’ + B is an arrow inq and u: B +A is an arrow in d , 
and has arrows (h’, h, 7): (b, u) + (c, u) given by diagrams 
B-C 
in SQ . Given a 2-cell A -A ’ in EQ , put 
Let R,,A : @!A + &A be the functor which takes (h’, h, y): (b, u) + (c, U) to 
[h’, 71: (B’, ub) + (C’, uc). Let R,A : MZA + I,A be the functor which takes 
(h’, tz, y): (b, u) + (c, u) to [h, y]: (B, u) + (C, u). Let pA : Rd + R 1A be the natu- 
ral transformation whose component at (b, II) is (PA) (b, u) = [b, l] : (B’, ub) -+ (B, u). 
One readily checks that R& RIA, pA are the components of a 2-natural transfor- 
mation R,, a 2-natural transformation R 1, and a modification 
Ro 
,o- “\ up /,L,. 
RI 
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Now [9Q, Cat] is a-cocomplete for. any small regular cardinal a, so the above modi- 
fication p has both a coidentifier L$?” and a coinverter L$’ ‘. 
Let [cx3 ,sQ ;% , idtl (respectively, [g, sf ; 3c , inv 1) denote the sub-2-category 
of [A, % 1 with the same objects, with arrows those lax natural transformations 8 
such that ef is an identity (respectively, isomorphism) for all arrowsfin 30 , and 
with 2-cells all modifications between such transformations. 
Theorem 14. Let S: SQ +% be a I?-functor and let 9 be a subcategory of 19Q I. 
(a) An Lidt” -indexed limit for S is precisely a right lifting of S through 
A:%’ + [g_, & ;% , idtl. 
(b) An Lzvq -indexed limit for S is precisely a right lifting of S through 
A: 3c + [‘rO,o4 ;% , invl. 0 
In Gray’s notation, this theorem states that there are isomorphisms: 
lim(Ly *, S) s Cart+lim S, 
+ d-id* 
lim(L~vi’, S) s Cartq-lim S. 
f sl -iso ‘19 
we shall not give a general existence theorem for Li,df;7s, or L$“‘-indexed limits. 
In the examples we know of we are able to identify the category-valued 2-functor 
and to apply Theorem 9 or 10 directly. Note however that: 
(i) If g is empty, [g, d ; %, idtj = [A ,% 1, so that Ly’“-indexed limits are 
lax limits; 
(ii) Ifg = ldl, then [30,&q, idtl = [&3c 1, so that Lyf*-indexed limits 
are limits. 
This suggests hat there should be some condition on the pair-9 , sd under which 
lim(Lyt %, S) exists for all S: SQ + % with % finitely complete and that this condi- 
tion should reduce to “SQ finitely presented” wheng is empty and reduce to “ 
finitely generated” when 36 = 194 1. 
The next result will complete the proof of the “equivalence” of J-indexed limits 
and Cartesian quasi-limits. 
Let J: d + Cat be a 2-functor. Let ElJ denote the 2-category whose objects are 
pairs (A, s) where A is an object of gQ and s is an object of JA, whose arrows 
(f, p): (A, s) + (A’, s’) consist of an arrow f: A + A’ in SQ and an arrow p: (J.f’)s -+ s’ 
in JA ‘, and whose 2-cells c11: (fl p) + (g, o) a 9 2-cells CC f -+g in SQ such that 
o l (h)s = p. The assignment of the projec 1 n P: ElJ + d to the 2-functor J is the 
well-known Grothendieck construction. The1 is a lax natural transformation 
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which is the universal such with A(l), J fixed; that is, EZJ is the lax comma 2-cate- 
gory of A(l), J. It is well-known that A(1): 1 + Cat is “lax dense” in the sense that, 
for all such J, composition with X sets up an isomorphism of categories (compare 
Street [14, p. 1481): 
[ d, CatI (J, M) E [EZJ, Cat]l (A(l), HP). 
It follows that, for any 2-functor S: sd + % and any object X of % , there is an iso- 
morphism of categories: 
Let eZJ denote the subcategory of IEZJl with the same objects but only those arrows 
(f, p) for which p is an identity. One readily checks that the latter isomorphism re- 
stricts to an isomorphism: 
[A, Cat](J,% (X,S))= [eZJ, ElJ;%,idt](A(X),SP). 
This proves: 
‘fieorem 15. For any 2-functor J: ~4 + Cat, a J-indexed limit for a 2-functor 
S : sd + % is precisely a Lg;t ‘-indexed limit. Cl 
Using Gray’s notation, we see that this amounts to an isomorphism: 
lim(J,S) z Cart q-lim s. 
+EIJ-idelJ 
Any indexed limit is a Cartesian quasi-limit of the special type which asks certain 
2-cells to be identities (Theorem 15), and any Cartesian quasi-limit can be obtained 
as an indexed limit (Theorem 14), so it follows that all Cartesian quasi-limits can be 
obtained from that special type. 
Suppose J: PQ + Cat is a 2-functor. A J-indexed limit for a 2-functor S: SQ -+%OP 
is also called a J-indexed colimit for SOP : dOP + % and denoted by coZ(J, SOP). 
Theorem 16. Suppose R : g + Cat is a 2-functor and 99 is small. Then any 2-functor 
T:g OP -+ [@Z, Cat] admits an R-indexed colimit col(R, T) = J: gQ + Cat. Further- 
mere if, for each object B of g, the 2-functor S : d +c)c admits a TB-indexed limit 
then S admits a J-indexed limit precisely when lim(T, S) admits an R-indexed limit; 
in this case: 
lim(J, S) z lim(R, lim(T, S)). Cl 
For a finitely generated 2-category SQ, consider the class of all 2-functors 
J: SQ + Cat for which any 2-functor S: gQ +‘K into a finitely complete 2-category 
% admits a J-indexed limit. By Theorem 9, this class contains all the finitary J and 
by the above theorem is closed under finite coproducts, coequalizers and tensor 
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products with 2. The extent to which the class of fiqitary J is closed under these co- 
limits will be examined in a future paper. It may be helpful to note that the con- 
struction of the cone on J provides a 2-functor 
C?: [d,Cat] +Opspn(l, d) 
which preserves and reflects all Fdexed colimits (the target 2-category here is the ob- 
vious 2-category of opspans I+ ZK 4s SQ such that %(X, S) has values in Cat). 
In fact, e reflects isomorphisms and has a right 2-adjoint whose value at (X, S) is 
x(X, S): d -+ Cat. 
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